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Gray’s Reef National Marine Sanctuary 
Sanctuary Advisory Council Meeting 
Stevens Wetlands Education Center 

Richmond Hill, GA 
July 29, 2008 

 
Advisory Council Members Present: 
Joe Kimmel, Chair, NOAA Fisheries  
Spud Woodward, GADNR CRD 
Doug Lewis, GADNR WRD LE 
Danny Gleason, Research GSU 
Dorset Hurley, Sapelo Island NERR 
Clark Alexander, Research 
Venetia Butler, Education 
Jamey Lands, USCG 
Tim Tarver, Sport Fishing 
 
Advisory Council Members Absent: 
Christi Lambert, Conservation 
Will Berson, Conservation 
Ralph Neely, Sport Diving 
 
Advisory Council Seats Vacant: 
Charter/commercial Fishing 
Education University 
 

GRNMS and Other NOAA Staff 
Present: 
Karen Raine, NOAA GC EL 
Al Samuels, NOAA OLE 
GRNMS: 
George Sedberry, Superintendent 
Greg McFall, Research Coordinator 
Becky Shortland, Stewardship 
Coordinator 
Gail Krueger, Outreach Coordinator  
 
Public Attending: 
Paul Gayes, Coastal Carolina 
University 
Wes Woolf, Center for a Sustainable 
Coast 
Christine Griffiths, the Nature 
Conservancy 
Wendell Harper, charter boat 
captain 

 

 
Welcome, Introductions and Advisory Council Business 
Advisory Council Chair Dr. Joe Kimmel opened the meeting and welcomed 
everyone.  Introductions were completed. 
 
April Meeting Summary:  Dr. Kimmel asked members to consider approval of the 
summary from the April 2008 meeting.  The summary was approved 
unanimously. 
 
Executive Committee:  Joe Kimmel next asked members to consider a request 
from GRNMS to establish a standing executive committee of the council made up 
of the officers (chair, vice-chair, secretary and the sanctuary superintendent as 
ex-officio).  Dr. George Sedberry explained that the executive committee can be 
very helpful in planning each meeting and can help to address such needs as 
vacant council seats and new appointments.  Brief discussion by members began 
and was followed by a motion, second and approval to create the executive 
committee.  The Advisory Council Charter will then be amended to add the 
executive committee as a standing council committee. 
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National meeting:  Dr. Kimmel gave an overview of the National Advisory Council 
Chairs/Coordinators meeting that hosted by the Monitor NMS in Newport News, 
Virginia in May.  He discussed the highlights including a national update, 
management plan review process and performance evaluation for the Office of 
National Marine Sanctuaries (ONMS). 
 
He then repeated for the Advisory Council the case study presentation – “Marine 
Zoning: Involving and Accounting Back to Stakeholders” – that he gave at the 
national meeting on behalf of the Southeast, Gulf of Mexico, Caribbean Region. 
(See following presentation.) 
 
Membership:  Joe Kimmel introduced a request that has been made by GRNMS 
staff to amend the Advisory Council Charter and add a new government seat for 
the NOAA Office for Law Enforcement (NOAA OLE).  After brief discussion on 
the benefits, a motion was made to add the seat.  A second was offered and the 
Advisory Council voted unanimously to amend the charter and add the NOAA 
OLE seat.  Becky Shortland also mentioned that there are still 2 seats vacant on 
the Advisory Council, but selectees should be approved soon and the seats filled 
by the next meeting.  She also noted that three other seat terms will be ending 
soon:  sport fishing, regional conservation and sport diving.  Those seats will be 
advertised in early fall. 
  
Law Enforcement Working Group 
Sgt. Doug Lewis reported on behalf of the Law Enforcement Working Group 
about the annual meeting that was held in Savannah at the end of June.  Others 
present in the room who attended include Karen Raine from NOAA Office for 
Enforcement and Litigation and NOAA OLE Special Agent Al Samuels, in 
addition to GRNMS staff Becky Shortland and George Sedberry.  The first day of 
the meeting consisted of partner updates and information, which Doug noted 
affords partners the opportunity to understand the functions of our other 
partners.  The second day focused more on training for GADNR rangers.  The 
relationships that have been established by these meetings have been 
instrumental in the development of better coordination between departments 
and have greatly benefited the goals of the sanctuary. As a result, techniques in 
handling enforcement issues such as how to prepare a case file have been 
established.  All participants are committed to making this an annual event.  
 
Karen Raine went on to emphasize how very good it has been working with all the 
partners.  She offered to present detailed information at a future meeting.  Al 
Samuels noted that GADNR is becoming a shining star in the NOAA law 
enforcement program. 
 
Sgt. Lewis went on to report GADNR activities through the Joint Enforcement 
Agreement (JEA6).  The planned 180 hours were actually exceeded (190 hours) 
not including meetings and tournaments attended. 
 
“Islands in the Stream” and Other Protection Initiatives 
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Dr. George Sedberry gave a presentation, as requested by the Advisory Council, 
on other marine protected area initiatives that have been surfacing recently.  
These include areas proposed for protection as Marine National Monuments in 
the Gulf of Mexico (important habitats linked by currents) and off the Southeast 
U.S. coast (deepwater coral banks of the South Atlantic Bight including the 
Charleston Bump).  At this time, NOAA has not taken any action on the concepts, 
which are moving through the Bush Administration. (See following presentation.) 
 
Upcoming Events and Programs Report 
Dr. Sedberry reminded everyone of the resurrected “GRNMS Programs Report” 
that was sent electronically in advance.  The purpose of the report, requested by 
the ad hoc executive committee, is to use meeting time more efficiently.  This 
item on the agenda is to allow Advisory Council members to ask questions or ask 
for discussion of any report items. 
 
George Sedberry mentioned the new NOAA 41-foot catamaran, which will be 
available for some months to test various platforms including research, law 
enforcement and education.  He also highlighted the annual Gray’s Reef Ocean 
Film Festival scheduled for September 18-21 in Savannah and the status of the 
GRNMS Condition Report, which should be released in coming weeks.  The 
overall status of the sanctuary is seen as “fair.”  Clark Alexander asked if GRNMS 
will be participating in the Skidaway Marine Science Day.  George replied that we 
are planning our part in that annual event to be held October 11.  It may be 
possible to show the 41-foot catamaran to the public at that time. 
 
Some discussion followed on the programs report and its value as a tool to keep 
not only the Advisory Council apprised of activities with GRNMS, but to use as an 
outreach tool.  It was suggested that the report should include more on research 
as it comes out. 
 
Spearfishing Draft Environmental Assessment 
Dr. Sedberry reported that the South Atlantic Fishery Management Council 
(SAFMC) considered a request for draft spearfishing gear regulations at the 
SAFMC’s June meeting.  The request was made according to provisions of the 
National Marine Sanctuaries Act.  The SAFMC concurred with the approach to 
ban the use of all spearfishing gear in the sanctuary and asked that GRNMS 
prepare the regulations instead of SAFMC.  It was also noted that the possible 
spearfishing gear ban was discussed during the law enforcement working group 
meeting and that attendees further emphasized the need for the ban and 
difficulties in enforcing a ban if transit through the sanctuary with stopping were 
allowed.  George Sedberry also demonstrated the similarities of powerheads and 
standard point spearguns during the law enforcement meeting. 
 
The Draft Environmental Assessment and Proposed Rule will be completed in the 
near future for internal clearance.  A 30-day comment period and public meeting 
are anticipated at the release of the assessment.  
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Research Area Designation  
Joe Kimmel reviewed the 6 scenarios that were included in the scoping process 
and then the outcomes from the July 1-2 Research Area Working Group (RAWG) 
meeting.  The recommendations from the working group were reviewed in detail 
(See following RAWG recommendations.) 
 
Clark Alexander talked about his concerns about habitat in the southeast area of 
the preferred boundary alternative #6.  He has multi decadal maps to show a 
different perspective regarding sand transport in that area.  His concern is that 
the actual number of ledges available for research in that area may have 
decreased since the 2001 surveys due to sand cover.  He posed the question that 
if the theory is correct, would there still be sufficient habitat in boundary option 
#6 for that to be the preferred alternative.  This idea led to discussion about the 
need to explore that concept as a scientific question about what volumes of sand 
may be moving around, into and out of the sanctuary, thus, another justification 
for a research area.  (See following Habitat Change presentation.)  
 
Tim Tarver then made a motion to accept the RAWG recommendations.  Spud 
Woodward seconded the motion and discussion followed on provisions for a good 
definition for “stowed” in order to properly enforce regulations.  It was also 
suggested that the definition might include no hooks or bait on rods.  Karen 
Raine suggested that we should look at what regulatory language already exists 
and modify that for GRNMS purposes.  Karen will send copies of the current 
regulations she is aware of. 
 
Dorset Hurley brought up the topic of marker buoys and the recommendation for 
“line-of-site” buoys to mark the boundary and the need to deploy corner buoys.  
He suggested that corner buoys could perhaps be marked with different colors.  
There was also discussion about compliance and enforcement challenges if the 
buoys are lost in the future.  One thought was to make it clear in the preamble of 
the regulations that missing buoys will not prevent an enforcement action once 
the research area is well established on charts and with user experience. 
 
Clark Alexander questioned the statement that boundary options #1, #2 and #3 
had “no identifiable scientific gains over boundary options #6”.  He believes the 
statement is inaccurate given two of the options were determined with a higher 
emphasis on scientific needs.  It was ultimately decided that that statement can 
be removed from the recommendations that proceed from the advisory council to 
NOAA GRNMS. 
 
Members then discussed the concept of a “sunset clause” on a research area; to 
limit the area’s life unless reauthorized.  The final agreement among members is 
that the provision in the National Marine Sanctuaries Act to review and revise if 
needed all management plan every 5 years would suffice along with other 
recommendations for annual and transparent review of research area 
performance.  Discussion then followed on the definition of “performance”, what 
that means and how that might be interpreted.  Various edits were suggested and 
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members finally concluded with the need to develop acceptable and workable 
performance evaluation criteria for the research area and to integrate that into 
the Draft documents.  Becky Shortland suggested that the goals and objectives 
used by the FKNMS for its MPAs may be a resource.  Overall, there is a sense that 
GRNMS should communicate to the public and users how the research area 
benefits them. 
 
Becky Shortland then asked for some discussion on the RAWG recommendation 
that recreational diving only take place under a permit and with NOAA personnel 
accompanying the recreational divers.  Members expressed that this was a good 
provision and would help the sanctuary gain needed data on divers and dive 
activities. 
 
Danny Gleason noted that there may be an omission in the RAWG 
recommendations.  That there was significant discussion about the need to 
establish a research advisory group responsible for guiding GRNMS with projects 
in the area.  The advisory group could screen research proposals and provide 
GRNMS with guidance on projects to be permitted or not.  Further discussion 
among members concluded with a desire to have a broad range of membership 
on such an advisory body, including sport fishermen and divers.  It was also 
strongly suggested that the membership be formalized unlike the RAWG or 
Research Advisory Panel (convened to develop the GRNMS condition report). 
 
The Advisory Council then sought to return to the motion on the table and vote as 
it was proposed.  The motion failed, but discussion followed to form a new 
motion incorporating amendments to the existing RAWG recommendations as 
discussed.  Members ultimately requested that GRNMS staff use the discussion to 
draft a new set of recommendations from the Advisory Council to NOAA 
GRNMS.  Becky Shortland will work with others to draft and gain approval of the 
new set of recommendations. 
 
Public Comment 
Wendell Harper stated that he did not really have any comments, but that he 
agrees with the proposal to ban spearfishing. 
 
Next Meeting 
Members discussed and then decided to seek a date in early October that would 
work for the majority of members and attempt to hold the meeting at the Georgia 
Southern Museum in Statesboro.  October 2nd is the best date for members 
present. 
 
The meeting was adjourned at 8:15 p.m. 
 
 



Southeast Atlantic, Gulf of Mexico 
Caribbean Region

“Marine Zoning:  Involving and 
Accounting Back to 

Stakeholders”

Flower Garden Banks NMS
Florida Keys NMS
Gray’s Reef NMS

Sanctuary Advisory Council 
Chairs And Coordinators Meeting

May 2008



Marine Zoning: Involving and Accounting 
Back to Stakeholders

Current status of marine zoning for each 
sanctuary in the region (Flower Garden Banks, 
Gray's Reef, and Florida Keys)

- A brief account of the Gray's Reef NMS 
Research Area process

- A brief account of SAC and stakeholder 
involvement with marine zoning at the Florida Keys 
NMS from the beginning

- Summary remarks
- Any questions?

SE Atlantic, Gulf of Mexico Caribbean Region



Flower Garden Banks NMS



Coral Reef Areas
< 100’

Flower Garden Banks NMS

Experimental Fishing Closure
Possible Alternative



Gray’s Reef NMS

Research Area Concept:

The Problem:  There are no naturally occurring, live-bottom sites 
within the Sanctuary (or the region) established exclusively for
research

The Desired Outcome:  Increase opportunity to discriminate 
scientifically between natural and human-induced change to 
species populations in the Sanctuary



Florida Keys NMS

Current Status of Marine Zoning Activities
and Council Involvement

 Revised Management Plan approved 12/07
 Following that, SAC held educational marine zoning workshop 3/08

4/08 SAC recommended more education on marine zoning needed, 
including broader outreach to specific user groups (divers, fishers, 
etc.)

SAC and community to be involved in prioritization, education and 
public regulatory processes from 2008 - 2011, utilizing previous 
lessons learned



Impacts of 
extractive 
activities? 

Differences 
between 
“natural” and 
“impacted”
reefs?

Can 
Sanctuary 
help 
conserve 
natural 
resources?

Gray’s Reef NMS - Research Unknowns?  (May 2004)



Gray’s Reef NMS - Research Questions

Bottom invertebrate 
community in absence of 
fishing?

 Natural community 
spatial and temporal 
dynamics different when 
fished?

 Fishing affect size, 
movements, spawning?

 Natural system 
variability?

 Are we conserving the 
resources?

 Fishing Impacts, if any? 

 Fish populations in absence of fishing?



Gray’s Reef NMS – Research Area Working Group

RAWG - Sport diving, 
sportfishing, commercial 
fishing, enforcement, 
scientists, educators, 
conservation, state, federal

GIS to explore the concept

Criteria - ledges - other 
bottom types - prior 
research – fishing
Boundary shapes
Sliding window tallied 
options – 30,307 options
Acceptable quantitative 
cut-offs
Acceptable options 
plotted and summarized



Gray’s Reef NMS - Six scenarios to scoping
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Gray’s Reef NMS - Six scenarios to scoping



Gray’s Reef NMS - Six scenarios to scoping

Research Area 
Success =

Visitor Use, Visitor Use, 
Enforcement, Enforcement, 
Accountability Accountability 
back to back to 
stakeholdersstakeholders

 Allow trolling, 
transit, diving?

 Boundary 
Markers?



Florida Keys NMS

Development of First Management Plan

Original management plan 
adopted 1996
Process began in December 
1991 - purpose was to discuss 
the concept of using marine 
zoning as a management tool
Hosted an interagency 
meeting in Marathon –
received over 3 dozen 
examples



Florida Keys NMS

January 1992 held a full week of all-
day marine zoning workshops
Different constituent group each day  
Conservation Groups, Commercial    
Fishermen, Recreational Fishermen, 
Divers, and Scientists
Gave examples (e.g. Great Barrier 
Reef Marine Park Authority of how 
marine zoning used internationally
Gave ground-rules and sought input
SAC involved since February 1992



Florida Keys NMS

 Protect areas that represent a wide variety of habitats and that 
maintain ecosystem function

 Ensure areas of high ecological importance evolve naturally

 Preserve biodiversity and ecosystem integrity

 Protect nationally significant coral reef resources

 Protect and preserve sensitive areas

 Facilitate use activities compatible with resource protection

 Reduce user conflicts

Select SAC Marine Zoning Goals



Florida Keys NMS

Select SAC Marine Zoning Objectives

Protect contiguous, diverse habitats
Protect areas experiencing habitat declines
Eliminate injury to sensitive areas
Reduce stresses on sensitive wildlife populations by 
restricting access
Provide undisturbed monitoring sites and control areas 
for research
Disperse heavy concentrations of uses
Minimize adverse socioeconomic impacts



Florida Keys NMS

Tortugas 
Ecological 
Reserve

Started process in 1998 
and implementation was 
July 1, 2001
25-member SAC 
working group  involved 
& 7 separate
jurisdictions
South Atlantic FMC
Gulf of Mexico FMC
Highly Migratory FM
Natl. Park Service
Natl. Marine Sanctuary
State of Florida – FWC
State – Gov & Cabinet518 sq k/151 sq mi



Florida Keys

Involve stakeholder leadership in process (Working through SAC is key 
to this)

Integrate the best available natural and socioeconomic science into the 
process

Utilize a process that is precise and science driven, but incorporates 
the best available anecdotal information when necessary 

Process should not wait for complete scientific validation

Overcome perceptions of social and economic injustices by  
incorporating socioeconomic data

Key Points for Marine Zoning Processes



Florida Keys NMS

SAC Plays Major Roles in Sanctuary’s Efforts to  
Involve and Account Back to Stakeholders

 Conduit for two-way communication between sanctuary 
management and represented communities

 Participation in formation of management plan and updates
 Creation of SAC zoning working groups to bring information 

forward and active involvement 
 Leadership in creating positive change…many different ways



Florida Keys NMS

Current Marine Zones

• Sanctuary Preservation
Areas

• Special-Use Areas
• Ecological Reserves
• Wildlife Management

Areas
• Existing Management

Areas





National Marine Sanctuaries  • America’s Ocean TreasuresNational Marine Sanctuaries  National Marine Sanctuaries  •• AmericaAmerica’’s Ocean Treasuress Ocean Treasures

“Islands in the Stream”
and Other Protection 

Initiatives 

GRNMS SAC Meeting, 28 Jul 08



National Marine Sanctuaries  • America’s Ocean TreasuresNational Marine Sanctuaries  National Marine Sanctuaries  •• AmericaAmerica’’s Ocean Treasuress Ocean Treasures

“Islands in the Stream”
and Other Protection 

Initiatives 

GRNMS SAC Meeting, 28 Jul 08



National Marine Sanctuaries  • America’s Ocean TreasuresNational Marine Sanctuaries  National Marine Sanctuaries  •• AmericaAmerica’’s Ocean Treasuress Ocean Treasures

GRNMS SAC Meeting, 28 Jul 08
Gulf of Mexico Concept



Gulf of Mexico Concept

Key Points About This Initiative 

• The Administration has still not taken a formal 
position on the initiative.  Rather, it is 
considering the merits of this initiative, along 
with other possibilities. 

• NOAA has not taken any action on the concept.

• NOAA would not support the designation 
without a thorough public discussion of all the 
relevant issues. 

National Marine Sanctuaries  • America’s Ocean TreasuresNational Marine Sanctuaries  National Marine Sanctuaries  •• AmericaAmerica’’s Ocean Treasuress Ocean Treasures

GRNMS SAC Meeting, 28 Jul 08



National Marine Sanctuaries  • America’s Ocean TreasuresNational Marine Sanctuaries  National Marine Sanctuaries  •• AmericaAmerica’’s Ocean Treasuress Ocean Treasures

GRNMS SAC Meeting, 28 Jul 08
Gulf of Mexico Concept

Key Points About This Initiative 

• A unique opportunity exists to protect special marine areas in the Gulf of 
Mexico.

• Functionally-connected network of the Nation’s northernmost coral reefs, 
banks, ridges and pinnacles

• Ensure conservation of sensitive habitats and communities critical to the 
Gulf’s most recognizable and threatened living resources would provide 
for uses compatible with the primary objective of conservation

• Would establish the largest and first ever internationally connected 
network of MPAs

• Will improve on ocean governance

• Apply an ecosystem-based approach to management

• Gulf of Mexico: ideal location – energy and marine conservation can co-
exist



• Many of the areas identified on 
the map have already been set 
aside for some level of 
protection through MMS or 
Fisheries processes-- A great 
deal of public attention has 
already been given to these 
areas.

• The special marine areas 
proposed would still be 
assessed through a 
comprehensive stakeholder 
process.

Gulf of Mexico 
Concept

National Marine Sanctuaries  • America’s Ocean TreasuresNational Marine Sanctuaries  National Marine Sanctuaries  •• AmericaAmerica’’s Ocean Treasuress Ocean Treasures

GRNMS SAC Meeting, 28 Jul 08

• A proposed extension of current efforts with Mexico and 
Belize would provide for a “full” ecosystem approach and 
demonstrates leadership worldwide. 



National Marine Sanctuaries  • America’s Ocean TreasuresNational Marine Sanctuaries  National Marine Sanctuaries  •• AmericaAmerica’’s Ocean Treasuress Ocean Treasures

GRNMS SAC Meeting, 28 Jul 08

Gulf of Mexico Concept

Staff of the Office of National 
Marine Sanctuaries has drafted a 
more comprehensive Site 
Characterization of the proposed 
sites.



Pulley Ridge



National Marine Sanctuaries  • America’s Ocean TreasuresNational Marine Sanctuaries  National Marine Sanctuaries  •• AmericaAmerica’’s Ocean Treasuress Ocean Treasures

GRNMS SAC Meeting, 28 Jul 08

The “Islands- the special places- in the Stream (Loop 
Current)” in the US include:

• South Texas Banks
• Flower Garden Banks National Marine Sanctuary
• North Texas-Louisiana Banks
• Mississippi-Alabama Shelf Pinnacles
• Madison Swanson
• Florida Middle Grounds
• Steamboat Lumps
• Pulley Ridge
• Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary/Tortugas 

Ecological Reserve

Gulf of Mexico Concept



National Marine Sanctuaries  • America’s Ocean TreasuresNational Marine Sanctuaries  National Marine Sanctuaries  •• AmericaAmerica’’s Ocean Treasuress Ocean Treasures

GRNMS SAC Meeting, 28 Jul 08
Gulf of Mexico Concept

aka Islands in the Stream  



National Marine Sanctuaries  • America’s Ocean TreasuresNational Marine Sanctuaries  National Marine Sanctuaries  •• AmericaAmerica’’s Ocean Treasuress Ocean Treasures

GRNMS SAC Meeting, 28 Jul 08
Deepwater Coral 

Banks of the South 
Atlantic Bight

Also being considered as 
MNM

SAFMC Deep Coral HAPC
Wreckfish Capture Locations
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National Marine Sanctuaries  • America’s Ocean TreasuresNational Marine Sanctuaries  National Marine Sanctuaries  •• AmericaAmerica’’s Ocean Treasuress Ocean Treasures

GRNMS SAC Meeting, 28 Jul 08

Bottom topography (left) and areas of known hard bottom (right) on the Blake Plateau.  The asterisk 
indicates the location of the “Charleston Bump”. The figure at right, which covers the area of 
the red rectangle on the left figure, shows the location of hard bottom and known coral mounds.  

*
Blake
Plateau



Location of hard 
bottom and known 
coral mounds on 
the Blake Plateau.  

National Marine Sanctuaries  • America’s Ocean TreasuresNational Marine Sanctuaries  National Marine Sanctuaries  •• AmericaAmerica’’s Ocean Treasuress Ocean Treasures

GRNMS SAC Meeting, 28 Jul 08
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National Marine Sanctuaries  • America’s Ocean TreasuresNational Marine Sanctuaries  National Marine Sanctuaries  •• AmericaAmerica’’s Ocean Treasuress Ocean Treasures

GRNMS SAC Meeting, 28 Jul 08
Deepwater Coral 

Banks of the South 
Atlantic Bight



Habitat:  “Charleston
Bump”

Areas of Interest:

OE Dive Sites
Wreckfish Spawning 
Sites
Coral HAPC

Sonar Surveys

SAFMC MPAs

Coral 
HAPC



“Charleston 
Bump”

topography 
affects circulation 

off the 
southeastern US

2004 Single-Beam Sonar 
Echogram (350 ft. scarp)

~31o23.1, 78o36.7

~1650ft

~2000 ft



2006 OE Multibeam Sonar Mapping
← 10 km
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"Cool Corals"



The bottom on the Blake ranges from sand to flat hard (with invertebrate 
growth) to high-relief rocks.

Charleston 
Bump



Figure 62.  CPUE [catch per 1000 hook-hours (top four 
maps)] and CPUE per square mile (bottom four maps) for 
swordfish, by quarter year, from commercial longline 
logbook data, 1990-1997.  



Figure 63.  Catch per unit of effort for blue marlin, by quarter year, from commercial longline logbook data.  
CPUE plotted as catch per 1000 hook-hours per NM2, 1990-1997.



31°40’N

31°20’N

"Latitude 31-30 
Transect"



Spawning 
Locations 
(28 spp.)



*

Wreckfish spawn off SC, and drift across the North 
Atlantic, perhaps back to SC spawning grounds

Wreckfish Fisheries (   )*

* * * *
*



North Atlantic Wreckfish Distribution 
and DNA Sample Locations for 

Wreckfish, Red Porgy, Red Bream
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"Latitude 31-30 
Transect"

OE 2004



OE 2001

OE 2003

OE 2004



Research Area Working Group Research Area Working Group 
Recommendations Recommendations –– July 2008July 2008

The Research Area Working Group The Research Area Working Group 

(RAWG) recommends that the Gray(RAWG) recommends that the Gray’’s s 

Reef Sanctuary Advisory Council Reef Sanctuary Advisory Council 

consider the following consider the following 

recommendations for inclusion in a recommendations for inclusion in a 
Draft Environmental Impact Statement Draft Environmental Impact Statement 

on the research area concept:on the research area concept:



RAWGRAWG RecommendsRecommends……
Boundary option #6 (Southern Option) as the 

preferred boundary alternative for the following 
reasons:
This option meets the criteria for the minimum number of habitatThis option meets the criteria for the minimum number of habitat types as types as 
defined by the Research Area Working Group (RAWG);defined by the Research Area Working Group (RAWG);

The larger size offers greater or enhanced opportunity for reseaThe larger size offers greater or enhanced opportunity for research and rch and 
monitoring activities;monitoring activities;

Enforceability and voluntary compliance are improved because it Enforceability and voluntary compliance are improved because it is further is further 
away from frequently fished areas;away from frequently fished areas;

Three sides of the boundary align with existing sanctuary boundaThree sides of the boundary align with existing sanctuary boundaries for ries for 
ease of enforcement, user identification and compliance;ease of enforcement, user identification and compliance;

There is minimal displacement of users and socioeconomic impactsThere is minimal displacement of users and socioeconomic impacts of of 
concern to the fishing community;concern to the fishing community;

This option was the most frequently favored option in scoping coThis option was the most frequently favored option in scoping comments.mments.



RAWGRAWG RecommendsRecommends……
Boundary options #1 (Optimal Scientific), #2 

(Low Displacement), #3 (Compromise) and 
“no action” as other alternatives to be 
considered and analyzed, but not as 
preferred for the following reasons:
Boundary option #1 does not address the recommendation to Boundary option #1 does not address the recommendation to 
minimize user displacement and has the highest level of minimize user displacement and has the highest level of 
displacement (67%) and related socioeconomic impacts of concern displacement (67%) and related socioeconomic impacts of concern 
to the fishing community;to the fishing community;

Boundary options #1 and #3 would create open areas on all sides Boundary options #1 and #3 would create open areas on all sides of of 
the boundaries resulting in enforcement and compliance the boundaries resulting in enforcement and compliance 
complications;complications;

Boundary option #2 would create open areas on 2 sides of the Boundary option #2 would create open areas on 2 sides of the 
boundaries resulting in enforcement and compliance complicationsboundaries resulting in enforcement and compliance complications;;

Boundary marking for options #1, #2 and #3 would require more Boundary marking for options #1, #2 and #3 would require more 
resources, cost more, and maintenance would be more intensive;resources, cost more, and maintenance would be more intensive;



RAWGRAWG RecommendsRecommends……
…not as preferred for the following reasons, 

continued:

Boundary option #2, while minimizing displacement, does include Boundary option #2, while minimizing displacement, does include 
some area preferred by tournament fishermen;some area preferred by tournament fishermen;

The smaller core size of boundary option #2 does not offer adequThe smaller core size of boundary option #2 does not offer adequate ate 
research and monitoring opportunity and may result in more user research and monitoring opportunity and may result in more user 
conflicts;conflicts;

Boundary option #3 presents the second highest displacement of Boundary option #3 presents the second highest displacement of 
known users resulting in socioeconomic impacts of concern to theknown users resulting in socioeconomic impacts of concern to the
fishing community;fishing community;

There are no identifiable scientific gains over boundary option There are no identifiable scientific gains over boundary option #6;#6;

The The ““no actionno action”” alternative is not preferred due to expected scientific alternative is not preferred due to expected scientific 
benefits of including a research area within GRNMS. benefits of including a research area within GRNMS. 



RAWGRAWG RecommendsRecommends……

Boundary options #4 and #5 as alternatives 
considered but eliminated for the following 
reason:

They do not meet the minimum criteria for habitat types as definThey do not meet the minimum criteria for habitat types as defined ed 
by the RAWG.by the RAWG.



RAWGRAWG RecommendsRecommends……
That all of the above analyses be considered That all of the above analyses be considered 

with the following terms of closure:with the following terms of closure:
Prohibit all fishing at all times based on issues of enforceabilProhibit all fishing at all times based on issues of enforceability ity 
and increased difficulty with voluntary compliance, and because and increased difficulty with voluntary compliance, and because of of 
the potential impacts to the integrity of the research area;the potential impacts to the integrity of the research area;

Allow recreational diving by permit and with direct supervision Allow recreational diving by permit and with direct supervision of of 
NOAA and/or GRNMS staff;NOAA and/or GRNMS staff;

Boundaries be marked by lineBoundaries be marked by line--ofof--sight buoys (approximately sight buoys (approximately 
every 2 miles) around the research area; and that corner buoys every 2 miles) around the research area; and that corner buoys 
also be deployed and maintained at the remaining unmarked also be deployed and maintained at the remaining unmarked 
corners of the full sanctuary;corners of the full sanctuary;

Transit through the research area be allowed with no stopping; aTransit through the research area be allowed with no stopping; all ll 
fishing gear must be stowed and unavailable for use.fishing gear must be stowed and unavailable for use.



RAWGRAWG RecommendsRecommends……
That other terms of closure suggested during 

the scoping period be eliminated from further 
consideration; those include:
“Allow trolling” – the RAWG believes that the research area would 
be compromised if trolling is allowed due to:
-Significantly increased enforcement and compliance difficulties;

-The tight coupling between benthic and  pelagic species in the 
shallow GRNMS marine environment;

-The potential for increased amounts of marine debris if trolling is 
allowed;

-The potential for interference that could render the research area 
ineffectual.



RAWGRAWG RecommendsRecommends……
…eliminate from further consideration, 

continued

“Allow seasonal or timed access for tournament fishing” – eliminate 
for the same reasons trolling (above) should be eliminated.

“Allow open access recreational diving” – eliminate due to 
enforcement complications, the potential for damage to the 
resources, and interference with research projects and equipment
that will be left on site.

“Allow transit with stopping” – eliminate due to the significantly 
increased enforcement complications and difficulty for voluntary
compliance.

“No transit, no entry” – eliminate due to the potential fuel and time 
loss to boaters having to go around the area.



RAWGRAWG RecommendsRecommends……
That a research area should not be conditioned 

by any limit on the number of years of 
closure due to the potential for long periods of time needed to 
show significant changes in the ecological system. However, the 
RAWG does recognize that the public, especially displaced users 
such as anglers should be kept informed as to the efficacy of the 
research area.  Therefore, it is recommended that GRNMS conduct 
an annual performance review of the research area. A written report 
of the findings of this review will be made available to all interested 
parties. The research area can also be evaluated or reviewed and
may be subject to change each time the Gray’s Reef Management 
Plan is reviewed.



Mapping Environmental Mapping Environmental 
Change in GRNMS: A 25Change in GRNMS: A 25--Year Year 

PerspectivePerspective

Dr. Clark  AlexanderDr. Clark  Alexander
Skidaway Institute of Oceanography Skidaway Institute of Oceanography 
andand
Applied Coastal Research Laboratory, Applied Coastal Research Laboratory, 
Georgia Southern UniversityGeorgia Southern University



Henry et al., 1983
Report to GRNMS

1983 Grays Reef Habitat Classification – 3 classes
Low-Medium relief (L-M) - Low relief (L) – Sand bed (S-B)

Low-Medium relief 

Low relief 

Sand bed

Based on sidescan sonar survey of GRNMS, groundtruthed by towed-diver survey



1983 Grays Reef Habitat Classified in GIS – 3 classes

Sand bed

Low-Medium relief 

Low relief 

Henry et al., 1983
Report to GRNMS



Kendall et al., 2002
Report to GRNMS

2002 Grays Reef Habitat Classification – 4 classes
Densely colonized Densely colonized – Sparsely colonized Sparsely colonized -- Flat sand Flat sand - Rippled sandRippled sand



2002 Grays Reef Habitat Classification – 2 classes
Live Bottom Live Bottom -- SandSand

Kendall et al., 2002
Report to GRNMS



1983 Grays Reef Habitat Classified in GIS – 2 classes

Henry et al., 1983
Report to GRNMS



Overlay of 2002 (color) and 1983 (pattern) Habitat Maps



Overlay of 2002 and 1983 Habitat Maps – Change Map
Live Bottom – Sand – Area of ChangeArea of Change



Overlay of 2002 and 1983 Habitat Maps – Change Classification
Live Bottom to Sand Live Bottom to Sand –– Sand to Live Bottom Sand to Live Bottom –– No ChangeNo Change


